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A Computational Framework for Media Bias Mitigation
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Bias in the news media is an inherent flaw of the news production process. The bias often causes a sharp
increase in political polarization and in the cost of conflict on social issues such as the Iraq war. This
article presents NewsCube, a novel Internet news service which aims to mitigate the effect of media bias.
NewsCube automatically creates and promptly provides readers with multiple classified views on a news
event. As such, it helps readers understand the event from a plurality of views and to formulate their own,
more balanced, viewpoints. The media bias problem has been studied extensively in mass communications
and social science. This article reviews related mass communication and journalism studies and provides a
structured view of the media bias problem and its solution. We propose media bias mitigation as a practical
solution and demonstrate it through NewsCube. We evaluate and discuss the effectiveness of NewsCube
through various performance studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bias in the news media is an inherent flaw of the news production process, spanning
the news gathering, writing, and editing stages. At every single stage, news is proba-
bly never free from the producer’s subjective valuation and from external forces such
as owners and advertisers. Such valuation and forces often lead to totally different
framing1 of the realities. Producers select different aspects of reality; they cover these

1To frame is to “select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating
text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation
and/or treatment recommendation” [Entman 1993].
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Fig. 1. Production stage-based view of media bias.

aspects in different tones; they present them in different styles. The resulting bias
often causes a sharp increase in political polarization [Bernhardt et al. 2008], misun-
derstanding of critical issues such as the Iraq war [Kull et al. 2003], and a significant
impact upon elections [Dellavigna and Kaplan 2007]. Advanced news production and
delivery models are required to break this vicious cycle.

In this article, we present NewsCube, a novel Internet news service that mitigates
the effects of media bias. NewsCube automatically creates and promptly provides read-
ers with multiple views of a news event. In news production, different types of biases
are embodied in news articles, depending on the different stages of the production pro-
cess (see Figure 1). During the gathering stage, producers express their viewpoint of a
news event by selecting and covering different aspects at different depths [Son 2006].
NewsCube expose readers to diverse articles covering different aspects and helps read-
ers easily discover diverse facts and compare different biased views of the event. As
such, it helps readers understand news events from a plurality of views and formulate
their own, more balanced, viewpoints free from specific biased views.

Dealing with the media bias problem from the consumer perspective has clear ad-
vantages over doing it from the producer perspective. News producers have made con-
siderable effort to reduce bias. They established and observed journalism ethics and
standards.2 More recently, producers of radio and TV news have adopted an adversar-
ial format such as point-counterpoint roundtable discussions.3 The format attempts
to give readers a balanced perspective by incorporating multiple viewpoints and opin-
ions on a news event. However, such efforts have not succeeded in fully resolving the
problem; media bias is still widespread [Urban 1999]. These efforts do not address the
underlying structural factors [Herman 2003] of media production. Moreover, they can-
not ensure that the inherent bias of producers does not affect the framing of articles or

2Wikipedia. Journalism ethics and standards. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journalism ethics.
3Wikipedia. Efforts to correct bias. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Media bias#Efforts to correct bias.
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roundtable discussions. Addressing the structural factors of media bias is a difficult,
large-scale problem. It requires significant changes in the complex relationships be-
tween government, business, and media over a long term. NewsCube, however, offers a
practical means of mitigating the effect of media bias that can be applied immediately.

NewsCube achieves its goal by classifying aspects, presenting them fairly, and rec-
ommending articles with contrasting viewpoints. The core of NewsCube is aspect-level
browsing, a new method to provide readers with a classified view of a set of articles
with different aspects. It collects different news articles reporting on a given event
from various sources. It identifies the salient aspects of the articles, and presents read-
ers with articles grouped together by the similarity of their aspects.

We believe that the proposed service using aspect-level browsing provides a ba-
sis with which to mitigate the media bias problem using computational techniques.
To develop aspect-level browsing, we look into the news production process; we ob-
serve how aspects are selected and presented in news articles. We develop a news
structure-based extraction method to capture and present different aspects of a news
event. News structure-based extraction exploits well-known news writing rules to au-
tomatically abstract the aspects of an article. Taking such rules into consideration,
we observe that a news article is usually written to fit an inverted pyramid structure
(Figure 7), and the most important content is covered early in the article. As this rule
is generally applied in news writing, news structure-based extraction can be broadly
applied to many articles regardless of their topics and languages.

We conduct in-depth user studies to evaluate the effectiveness of NewsCube in
terms of media bias mitigation. Through a news browsing trace experiment, we
attempt to quantitatively analyze aspect-level browsing. We also conduct a ques-
tionnaire to obtain users’ evaluations of the service and opinions about the potential
impact of the service on formulating their own, more balanced, viewpoints. Based on
a semistructured interview, we also discuss how acknowledged aspects influence the
viewpoints of interviewees.

We also conduct experiments on aspect-level news classification. We first show that
aspect-level classification is feasible, that is, commonly agreed results can be made
for the classification process. We then study the performance of various clustering
methods to realize aspect-level classification. For the study, we develop a new corpus
that classifies articles at an aspect level.

The contributions of this article are the following. First, we provide a production
stage-based view on the media bias problem; we analyze the various causes and forms
of media bias according to the different stages of news production. We further provide a
potential solution space for the problem. Second, we design and develop the NewsCube
service as a solution for mitigating media bias. It enables aspect-level news browsing
automatically, keeping up with the fast news production cycle. Third, we examine the
effectiveness of the system through various user studies.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we put forward the
media bias problem and conjecture about the potential solution for the problem. We
also review related works and articulate the contributions of our work. We detail the
design issues and the approaches of NewsCube in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe
the evaluation results.

2. MEDIA BIAS PROBLEM AND ASPECT-LEVEL NEWS BROWSING

2.1. Media Bias Problem

Many studies have shown that news providers are inherently biased [Baron 2004;
Herman 2003; Herman and Chomsky 1988]. They argue that media bias is an in-
evitable structural problem of the news industry rather than a temporary phenomenon
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[Baron 2004; Herman and Chomsky 1988]. During news production, producers are
influenced by their own political or ideological views as well as by external forces such
as the interests of owners, advertisers, and government and corporate information
sources [Herman and Chomsky 1988]. Various causes and resulting biases have been
studied [Balakaran 1999; Gentzkow and Shapiro 2006; Herman 2003; McChesney
2003]. Political biases, for example, liberal vs. conservative or left vs. right, were
typically identified over many policy issues such as health care [Rhee 1998]; tax relief
[Gentzkow and Shapiro 2006]. It was also argued that reliance on government or
corporate information sources caused biased news that was written in favor of their
own interests [Herman 2003]. Gentzkow and Shapiro [2006] have pointed out another
major bias factor, that is, the reputation of news providers on consumers, and showed
that the providers slant news to meet consumers’ views. MeChesney’s argument
[2003] adds class bias, which is caused by advertisers’ preference for people with high
incomes. He argues that class bias becomes more serious as the media market is
deregulated, and accordingly, advertisers have more influence on the market; racial
[Balakaran 1999] and religious bias [Kai Hafez 1999] have also been reported.

Baker [1994] has studied the different forms of the embodiment of such biases in
news articles. We map the forms of bias embodiment along the stages of news produc-
tion (Figure 1). In the gathering stage, certain news stories are selected for publica-
tion while others are not. Certain facts may be included (a pattern of passing along
facts that tend to support a certain point of view) or omitted. In addition, information
sources (e.g., stakeholders, experts, or think tanks) may be selected subjectively. The
biases are articulated at the writing stage through labeling, word choice and tone, and
so on. Positive or negative words, words with a particular connotation, or extreme la-
bels such as “far left,” “far right” can be chosen. In the editing stage, biased views are
further embodied indirectly in allocating the space and location for articles and in se-
lecting photos. Certain news articles get more space and are located in more important
places (e.g., the front page) relative to other articles.

2.2. Media Effects on Readers’ Views

The effects of the media and bias have also been a central theme in various areas,
including journalism and communications, political science, and psychology, due to its
power in shaping public discourse, and impact on audience interpretation, evaluation,
and judgment [Price and Tewksbury 1997]. The studies discuss the media as a major,
although not sole, factor that influence an individual’s view of the world. The stud-
ies observed various aspects of media effects: the agenda-setting effect, the effect of
selecting which issue or event is worthy of attention [Iyengar and Kinder 1987]; the
cognitive effect, that is, the ideas, feelings, and values that people activate when try-
ing to understand the reported event [Price and Tewksbury 1997]; and the effect on
decision-making events such as elections [Bernhardt et al. 2008; Gerber et al. 2007].

We do not intend to claim or generalize from these studies that readers’ views are de-
termined by the media or that they cannot sense bias by themselves. We acknowledge
that the response to media is different among people or, depending on the situation,
according to various factors (e.g., news-reading habits [Kosicki and McLeod 1990]; at-
tention to news [Chaffee and Schleuder 1986]; strength of partisanship, involvement
in reported issues or groups [Vallone et al. 1985]).

Our work aims to help readers be more sensitive to media effects, specifically to bias
in news articles, without having to spend much time and effort. The abovementioned
studies indicate that being critical of news articles requires more attention, knowl-
edge, the reader’s own thoughts, and the search for more information. NewsCube
supports readers to discover and compare different views and information during
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their ordinary news browsing, encouraging them to be critical of individual articles. It
can also motivate readers who were not initially interested in such critical reading.

2.3. Solution Space for Media Bias Problem

The media bias problem is highly complicated; it seems very hard to develop a clear
solution. We speculate on the potential directions of solution approaches and review
the existing research efforts.

The potential approaches to the media bias problem can be viewed at two dif-
ferent points, that is, production vs. postproduction. While the production stage ap-
proaches try to avoid the creation of bias, the postproduction stage approaches deal
with the created biases in the produced content. As described above, news produc-
ers have developed approaches in the production stage by controlling their produc-
tion process or changing the reporting formats. The journalism ethics and standards
(mentioned previously) can be understood as an example of a self-control mechanism.
However, ideas such as “objectivity” and “fairness” are rather abstract and ambigu-
ous. In addition, there is no justifiable means of enforcing such control mechanisms
on news producers. Different reporting formats such as the adversarial format are
being developed, but they do not address the structural factors of news production
and are not widely adopted. For example, the adversarial format can be adopted
for only a few news events, since it takes much time and effort to report a single
event in such a format; it requires careful, correct, and fair preparation in choosing
representatives, preparing agendas and questions, and arbitrating and editing their
comments.

We classify the postproduction stage approaches into bias diagnosis, bias correction,
and bias mitigation. Bias diagnosis is an attempt to identify and analyze the bias
of produced news articles. A number of initiatives in mass communication [Entman
1993; Rhee 1998; Tankard 2001] and watchdog groups have tried to analyze bias in
specific news events. They select a certain important public issue, for example, health-
care reform debate, wetland regulation, and study how media framed it. These efforts
rely heavily on manual analysis and can only cover a few news events.

Correction of bias seems far more difficult than mitigation. It is hard or even im-
possible to clearly define what an unbiased news item is. The approaches used by col-
lective authoring communities such as Wikipedia [Kittur et al. 2007] seem somewhat
useful. They collect evaluations on produced content from the public and revise biased
contents. Skewz.com and NewsTrust.net [Lampe et al. 2007] also utilize mass collab-
oration by collecting user evaluations on news articles. Nonetheless, such approaches
are often impractical in application, considering the immediacy of news articles and
their fast production cycles. Raising timely and prompt participation for evaluations
and reviews, and reflecting the multitudes of opinions in a short period of time are
challenging tasks.

Bias mitigation takes a practical approach while admitting the prevalence of bias.
The approach attempts to reduce the effect of the bias rather than to clearly prove or
correct them. As described, it is intrinsically difficult to objectively define what bias is
and also to measure or correct it. Bias could be diagnosed to some extent based on in-
depth analysis; however, such analysis takes too much time and effort to keep up with
the news production cycle. The approach proposed in this article is to provide users
with tools for active interactions with which they can easily discover and experience
the diversity of existing biased views about an event. It helps readers themselves to
formulate balanced views by understanding and comparing various biased views about
an event. Importantly, the delivery process is automated to quickly handle recently
published news and to keep up with the news production cycle.
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Fig. 2. Elements of a news storyline.

Fig. 3. Example news article.

2.4. Aspect-Level News Browsing

As discussed in Section 2.1, there are different types of biases, depending on the dif-
ferent stages of news production, that is, those related to fact selection, writing style,
and presentation style (see Figure 1). Among them, our study focuses on the types of
bias embodiments related to fact selection, for example, commission, omission, story
selection, and source selection. Also, we focus on the straight news article, the most
common type among the many different types of news articles.

Reporters inevitably select stories and facts, since it is impossible for them to report
everything about a news event. According to [Entman 1993], “framing” is the activity
of selecting aspects of a news event for the organization of a storyline. We conceptual-
ize ‘aspect’ as Rhee’s [1998] “thematic proposition,” made up of the elements of a news
storyline as shown in Figure 2. An aspect has the element “agent” as its subject and
the other elements as its predicate. For example, Figure 3 shows an article related to
the debate on government real estate policies. It articulates a criticism of the policies
which is made by the policy committee head of the ruling party. The article articulates
the aspect which has the policy committee head, Kang, as the element ‘agent’, and his
criticism of the real estate tax policies as the element ‘action.’

An aspect is more detailed than a news topic or a news event. Research on topic
detection and tracking [Allan et al. 1998] and event detection [Allan et al. 1998]
defines a topic as “a set of news stories that are strongly related by some seminal
real-world events”. Thus, a news topic includes news stories on a specific event and
related events. For example, the topic “Oklahoma city bombing in 1995” in the TDT
corpus [Doddington 1997] includes various stories, such as those on the rescue efforts,
the state and federal investigations, arrest of the suspects, and their trials. An event
[Allan et al. 1998] is defined as “something that happens at a particular time and
place”. For example, ‘the trial of the suspects’ can be considered as an event of the
topic “the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995”. The definitions of a topic and an event,
however, do not concern differences in what aspects are covered in news articles. The
research on TDT and event detection distinguish news articles at a coarser-grained
level. However, news articles reporting on the same event can still cover different
aspects. For the above-mentioned event, articles may cover different aspects, for ex-
ample, the prosecutor’s statement on the suspect’s motivation and evidence, expected
outcomes of the trial, or the testimony of the witnesses.
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Fig. 4. Different aspects of the example event “Government announcement of property tax” (English mock-
up version).

Selecting and articulating different aspects can lead to totally different news story-
lines. We show different selections of aspects using the example news event introduced
in Figure 3, “The May 2006 Government announcement of the new property tax plan”.
The event was a contentious issue which received intense media coverage. It involved
a nationwide debate on whether the plan would lead to a massive tax increase or nor-
malize the property tax. When the event occurred, many articles emphasized the tax
increase for certain homes. The article group at the top left corner of Figure 4 shows
an example of these articles. However, there were also different articles, for example,
covering the effects of the plan on average homes, and comments of the policy designer,
and so on. Figure 4 also shows these articles in different article groups. The article
presented in the top right corner articulates the aspect “Chief policy secretary says the
tax will increase further and stabilize home prices”. The article at the bottom right cor-
ner articulates the aspect “the government’s plan does not increase property taxes for
houses in most provinces”. Reading these different articles, readers can understand
the tax plan from different viewpoints.

Research in mass communication [Entman 1993; Rhee 1998] indicates that the
selection of aspects is central in the development of news frames. Many of the
above-mentioned fact selection-related bias embodiments are expressed by selecting
and emphasizing certain aspects while de-emphasizing other aspects [Baker 1994].

This type of bias is particularly prominent in straight news articles. Straight news
is distinguished from other article types such as editorials or columns, which explicitly
express opinions, features or interviews, which are often longer than straight news
and not restricted to a specific writing style or the third person point of view. The
primary goal of straight news is to inform readers about a particular event [Stein
et al. 2006]. Straight news takes a third person point of view, and mainly describes
facts about the reported event and does not usually include explicit commentary or
opinion. Its writing style also aims at brevity and clarity without many storytelling
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devices or stylistic elements. As such, selection of aspect is a major determinant in
shaping the articles.

Focusing on straight news articles is a practical approach to realizing aspect-level
news browsing. Straight news is the most general form for articles used for news
reporting. It covers a broad range of events and issues while other types of articles such
as columns or investigative features are only produced for a number of selected issues.
Straight news is also the type of article that people usually encounter while news
browsing. In addition, straight news is relatively easier to deal with via computational
techniques, since the complexity of the text is less than other article types. The stories
are usually written in a specific structure, that is, the inverted pyramid structure
(refer to Section 3.3), without sophisticated stylistic elements.

Thus, this article investigates the potential of aspect-level browsing as a solution to
mainly mitigate fact selection-related biases for straight news articles. It is beyond the
scope of this article to address all the different types of biases. This would require deep
investigation from various research domains such as journalism, language processing,
multimedia processing, information retrieval, and user interfaces. For example, bias is
often expressed through the “writing style” in editorials or columns. In these articles,
journalists use stylistic elements more freely, such as positive or negative words, or
words with a particular connotation or sentiment, to explicitly convey their opinions
or arguments. Approaches developed for opinion mining would provide an important
basis for studies addressing such bias. For forms of bias resulting from presentation
style such as space allocation and photo selection, techniques for multimedia process-
ing would also be helpful.

3. NEWSCUBE FRAMEWORK

NewsCube is a novel online news service framework enabling users to easily discover
and experience diversity of existing biased views on a news event. It supports users
themselves to develop their own balanced views. NewsCube automates its service
process by collecting news articles from various sources, structuring and presenting
them in aspect level (Figure 5(a)).

We have developed and deployed NewsCube. At present, the system is working
on Korean news sources, and news events in politics, business, and local news sec-
tions are covered. Automating the NewsCube service raises a number of challenges
throughout the entire process of the service: collection, classification, and presenta-
tion. We first present the overall architecture of NewsCube and discuss the challenges
and approaches of each stage.

3.1. NewsCube Architecture

Figure 6 shows the architecture of NewsCube at a high-level. It consists of three major
parts: collection, classification, and presentation. The collection part is responsible for
news page crawling and news article extraction. The news page crawler retrieves news
web pages from diverse news providers. From the collected news pages, the article
extractor identifies and extracts pure news text, filtering out irrelevant contents such
as advertisements, readers’ comments, and metadata. Finally, the article type filter
detects and forwards straight news articles to the aspect analyzer, which is currently
the type of main interest in NewsCube service. The aspect-level classification of the
articles is performed by the three components: article preprocessor, aspect analyzer,
and cluster generator. The article preprocessor constructs annotated news texts
by tagging various metadata on each news article text—for example, structural
information such as <Title> or <SubTitle> and a morphological class of keywords.
Then, the aspect analyzer conducts textual as well as structural analysis on the
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Fig. 5. Scrrenshots of GoogleNews and NewsCube.

annotated texts and performs News structure-based news extraction. The cluster
generator groups the articles with the extracted aspects. Results are forwarded to the
aspect presenter, which prepares aspect-level presentation. Users access the News-
Cube service through the service interface. The browsing pattern monitor monitors
users’ browsing behaviors.

3.2. Article Collection

To cover aspects of news events broadly, the NewsCube system collects articles from
a number of news providers. Various issues arise, as the system has to continuously
gather up-to-date articles from many different providers. We discuss the issues and
our approaches below.

Coverage of news providers. It is hard to cover all the news articles published by
every news provider due to the ever increasing scale of Internet news services. For the
careful source selection of NewsCube, we investigated the publishing rates of officially-
registered news providers per day. We observed that the number of published articles
was dominated by a few major news outlets which show high publishing rates; the
20 top publishing sources produced more than 70% of the news articles. Currently,
NewsCube covers these 20 top publishing sources.

Heterogeneity in article types. Identifying straight news articles and filtering out
other types becomes another issue. We analyzed the article length distribution with
more than a 100 articles and observed that the length of articles can be a simple but
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Fig. 6. NewsCube architecture.

effective criterion to sort out straight news articles. To additionally sort out editorials
which have length similar to straight news, other features are also used (e.g., the label
“editorial” in titles or distinct URL paths such as “ohmynews.com/editorial/*.”).

Obsolescence of news articles. News events evolve over time and, accordingly, news
articles may become obsolete. Users may misunderstand news events if obsolete arti-
cles are presented together with current ones. The NewsCube system collects only the
up-to-date articles that are published on the same date.

3.3. Aspect-Level Classification

NewsCube approaches aspect-level classification with an unsupervised classification
method, that is, clustering. It is hard to develop and train a supervised classification
method since it is impossible to predict and construct predefined aspect categories
for news events. To realize aspect-based clustering, aspects of news articles have to
be extracted and articles have to be grouped according to their similarity in terms of
extracted aspects. We develop an aspect extraction method for straight news articles,
called news structure-based extraction.

3.3.1. News Structure-Based Extraction. As an initial attempt at aspect extraction, we
take a heuristic approach based on the domain knowledge of news production, that is,
news writing rules, instead of trying to develop advanced IR- or NLP-based technolo-
gies. The method is different from other document indexing methods, as it analyzes
news articles specifically from the view of the inverted pyramid structure of news ar-
ticles. It also does not require rich language resources or tools, such as WordNet or
dependency parser, which are difficult to obtain for nonEnglish languages. We believe
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Fig. 7. Inverted pyramid structure.

the method can be further improved by devising and adopting such language resources
and complementary NLP techniques.

News structure-based extraction (NSE) exploits one of the most famous news writ-
ing rules, that is, the “inverted pyramid style of news writing”. The rule guides jour-
nalists in arranging information and facts in descending order of importance within
an article. Readers can understand the most important parts of a news story without
having to read to the end. The style also enables subeditors and other news staff to
quickly create space for unexpected events. For cases such as last-minute advertise-
ments or late-breaking news, the staff can create space by simply cutting paragraphs
from the bottom. This style of news writing has been considered an implicit standard
for more than a century. Journalists are highly trained to follow this style, regardless
of the news-producing organization or its nationality. Thus, most news articles, espe-
cially straight news articles, are frequently written in this style, except for other types
of articles such as columns, editorials, and interviews.

The inverted pyramid structure is composed of head, subhead, lead, and main text
(Figure 7). The core information of an article is delivered in the head, subhead, and
lead. The head and the subhead are decisive factors in deciding whether or not to read
an article. Therefore, they usually contain core terms that reflect the aspects being
focused on in the article. The lead is usually the first sentence of the article, or the
first two sentences in some cases. To quickly inform readers, the information-ordering
principle is applied to the lead especially, so that it reveals the most interesting facts.
In addition, it covers the selected aspects clearly and concisely to help ensure readabil-
ity. Thus, the lead contains crucial terms that reflect salient aspects. The main text
elaborates on the lead with the collected information, organized to support it in order
of diminishing importance.

The inverted pyramid structure provides conclusive hints about the position of
meaningful terms and their relative importance. Thus, we first identify the inverted
pyramid structure from each input news article. The system parses the news article
webpage and extracts the title, subtitle, lead, and the main text from the article (the
first paragraph of the main text is identified as the lead). Parsing is performed using
the extraction rules customized for each news producer’s webpage format.

NSE exploits this structure for news articles in keyword selection and weight
calculation. First, in keyword selection, NSE attempts to select only the keywords
constituting the articulated aspects. Selection of such terms is crucial for producing
high-quality classification results. As the classification is performed at a finer level
than that of topic or event, inclusion of irrelevant terms degrades the accuracy of
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extraction and distorts the similarity of articles. NSE considers the position and the
class of words for keyword selection. It basically selects the keywords located at the
core parts of an article, that is, head, subhead, and lead. The word class information
for the selected keywords is analyzed using the Hangul Analysis Module, a Korean
morphological analyzer [Kang 2002]. Basically, the tool decomposes each word into
morphemes and the stem based on Korean morphological rules, and determines their
class by referring to a Korean morphological dictionary.

The word class information is used to select the terms that are potential aspect ele-
ments, such as agents or actions. Proper nouns and nondescriptive nouns are selected
since they could be possible agents. Similarly, verbs and descriptive nouns are also
selected to reflect the descriptions of agents. Other word classes are affixes that can-
not be stems of a word; NSE filters these word classes since they are less likely to
directly represent the aspect elements. NSE further identifies noun phrases to better
capture the element “agent”. Agents are often represented as noun phrases, for ex-
ample, “President Bush,” “Military Base,” “Justice Department”. These phrases are
identified using the syntactic rules for noun phrases. Individual words of a phrase are
considered as separate instances of the same phrase.

NSE also utilizes the inverted pyramid structure for calculating weight. It reflects
on how well the extracted keywords are supported in the main text. From the inverted
pyramid structure, the content of the main text supports the lead more the earlier it
appears, and the greater the amount that is written. Thus, NSE considers not only the
number of occurrences of keywords, but also the locations at which they occur and the
amount of text used to describe the keywords.

The weight of a keyword increases if the following hold. First, the keyword is cov-
ered in the front part of the main text. Second, the keyword appears repeatedly. Third,
the keyword appears in a long sentence or a long paragraph: longer sentences and
paragraphs may indicate that more information is written and more space is used to
explain the keywords; using more text and space is important in the inverted pyra-
mid structure, as it pushes later content further away from the head of the article.
The length of sentences or paragraphs may be dependent on the writing style than on
the information related to specific keywords; however, straight news articles primar-
ily aim to deliver information with brevity and rarely use stylistic elements. Thus, we
conjecture that the length is likely to be proportional to the amount of information. For
example, the length of text about a person tends to be longer as the person is quoted
more frequently and when more of the person’s speech is written and discussed.

The notation and equations for calculating weight are summarized in Table I and
Equations (1) to (3). For each appearance, the weight of a keyword wn is given based
on the length of a paragraph Lp(i, j), and that of a sentence Ls(i, k), relative to that
of the article La(i). In order to differentiate weights according to keyword location in
the structure, the diminishing factors dPj and dSk are multiplied to Lp(i, j) and Ls(i,
k), respectively. The values of the two factors decrease as the keywords appear in the
latter parts of an article.

Significantly, while our weighting scheme considers where the words are located
in relation the head of the article, there are also other kinds of work which use the
position of words for weighting [Lin and Hovy 1997; Radev et al. 2005]. NSE is de-
signed in order to specifically consider the inverted pyramid structure of news articles
for weighting; however, we believe it is possible to apply the weighting metrics of such
work as well. To study how the metrics of such work should be applied and to compare
their performance to NSE is work for the future.

3.3.2. Aspect Category Creation. The aspect category creation method takes the articles
covering the same event as input, and classifies them into aspect-based article groups;
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Table I. Notation

Symbol Description
A(i) i-th article in a set of news articles

Aspect(i) Approximation ofA(i)’s aspects

W(i) Set of keywords which reflect elements of aspects of A(i)
ki,n n-th keyword in W(i)
wi,n Weight value of ki,n

La(i) Length of A(i)
Lp(i, j) Length of j-th paragraph in A(i)

Ls(i, l) Length of l-th sentence in A(i)
dPj Diminishing factor of j-th paragraph in A(i)

dSl Diminishing factor of l-th sentence in A(i)
p(i, j,ki,n) 1 if j-th paragraph in A(i)includes ki,n , 0 otherwise

s(i, l, ki,n) 1 if l-th sentence in A(i)includes ki,n , 0 otherwise

Aspect(i) = {(ki,n, wi,n) | wi,n ∈ R}, where

1) wi,n =
∑
j,l

(
Lp(i, j)
La(i) dPj p

(
i, j, ki, j

)
+ Ls(i,l)

La(i) dSls
(
i, l, ki,l

))

2) dPj = 1 −
j−1∑

m=1

Lp(i,m)
La(i) , where dP1 = 1

3) dSl = 1 −
l−1∑
m=1

Ls(i,m)
La(i) , where dS1 = 1

the articles covering the same aspects are clustered to form an article group. To create
the aspect-based article clusters, we adopt the hierarchical agglomerative clustering
method. We used a classical version of the method described in Jain et al. [1999]. It
starts by considering each article as an individual cluster and merges the most sim-
ilar pairs of clusters. For similarity calculation, articles are mapped to vectors in a
Euclidean space based on the set of the extracted keyword-weight pairs. The cosine
measure is used to calculate the distance between two articles. The distance metric
between clusters is the average-link function, which computes the distance of two clus-
ters as the average of the distance of every member pair between the two groups. The
granularity of clustering results, that is, the number of clusters in the results, that is,
determined automatically by combining the method with the “elbow” criterion [Alden-
derfer and Blashfield 1984]. The criterion is adopted because it is not possible to know
the number of aspect groups for a news event a priori. The elbow criterion monitors
the “proportion of variance explained” as the number of clusters increases: it chooses
the number of clusters if increasing the number of clusters does not explain much
variance.

To ensure that the similarity measure is robust to the differences in the length of
articles, the number of keywords and their weight scales are normalized. The number
of keywords may vary as the length of structural elements such as title and lead dif-
fers. Likewise, the weight scales may vary depending on the length of the articles. The
variation can distort similarity calculation and cause erroneous clustering results. For
the normalization, we have sampled more than a 100 articles and measured the dis-
tribution of the numbers of extracted keywords. The number of keywords is controlled
by either lengthening the lead or filtering out a few keywords with low weight values.
Weight values in each article are normalized to follow a normal distribution with the
average of 0.5 and the standard deviation of 0.25. The performance evaluation of the
method is reported in Section 4.2.3.
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Fig. 8. NewsCube interface.

3.4. Aspect-Level Presentation

For mitigation of bias, presentations should actually lead users to read diverse aspects
of a news event. Users have to perceive the existence of different aspects of the event
and be motivated to click on different articles. So as not to skew users’ visual atten-
tion, articles with different aspects should be presented fairly in terms of placement
and amount of allocated space. Creating such presentations becomes complex, since
it is impractical to allocate space equally to dozens of articles and locate them in eye-
catching places in a limited space. Layout schemes are required to utilize the limited
space effectively, for example, hiding, filtering, and ranking articles with similar or
redundant aspects.

The aspect-level browsing interface of NewsCube helps users view diverse aspects
at a glance. For a selected news event, users can easily find different aspects in article
groups, as in Figure 8. To distribute users’ attention evenly, each group is allocated
with a similar amount of space, and is positioned in a two-column grid layout. For
saving space, articles in the same group covering similar aspects are hidden when nec-
essary. Users can grasp aspects of each group through titles, snippets of news articles,
and a few keywords which mainly reflect the aspects. The interfaces of existing news
aggregation services such as Google News and Yahoo News do not provide such a struc-
tured view of different aspects of an event, but list the articles on an event regardless
of the covered aspects.

NewsCube further provides an aspect traversal cue to guide users for unbiased read-
ing at every page they visit. The aspect traversal cue is a compact representation of
different aspects of an event superimposed with users’ traversal history (see the right
corner of Figure 8(b)). It traces and highlights the read aspects and helps users to
easily become conscious of the unread aspects and encourages them to read different
aspects.

4. EVALUATION

In this section we present an evaluation of NewsCube, which consists of two parts.
First, the effectiveness of the NewsCube service is examined through various user
studies. Second, we examined the feasibility of aspect-level classification and mea-
sured the performance of the aspect-based clustering method.
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4.1. Effectiveness of NewsCube

The key to the effectiveness of NewsCube is twofold: (1) the diversity of the articles
read by users in terms of aspects and (2) the influence of the service on the development
of balanced views. To evaluate effectiveness, we designed and conducted three types of
user studies: a news browsing trace, a questionnaire, and a semistructured interview.
First, a news browsing trace is conducted to quantitatively measure the diversity of
articles read by users. Second, a questionnaire is used to study user evaluations on
the effects of NewsCube service in terms of aspect delivery and balanced view devel-
opment. Third, a semistructured interview is conducted to gain deeper understanding
on the effect of NewsCube on the users’ opinion development process.

4.1.1. Participants and Procedure. (1) News Browsing Trace. Seventy-five participants
(ages between 25 and 35) were recruited. They were invited via the bulletin board of
our university and chosen randomly. We inquired about their ordinary news reading
habits; they were asked how often they read news articles about events and how many
articles they read per event.

The NewsCube service was compared to two other services. The participants were
divided into three groups, each with 25 participants. The groups were each comprised
of a comparable number of participants with similar news reading habits. The first
group used NewsCube and the second used GoogleNews. The third group used the
RandomCube service, a service that has the same interface as NewsCube, but with
articles grouped randomly. So as not to influence browsing behaviors, we neither ex-
plained the goal nor the interface of the NewsCube service.

Each group was provided with the same two sets of news articles. None of the
participants were aware of these two events in detail beforehand. The first event was
the “May 2006 government announcement of the new property tax plan”; the article
set of this event included 19 articles. In NewsCube, the articles were categorized into
four aspect groups. The second event was the “protest against the relocation of the
U.S. military base”; the article set of this event had 17 articles, classified into 5 groups
in NewsCube. Figure 9(a) shows the article groups and the aspect covered for each
group’s member articles. In RandomCube, the number of the groups was the same as
in NewsCube, but the articles were categorized randomly. In GoogleNews, articles are
not categorized based on aspect; GoogleNews selects three articles for each event and
presents them as in Figure 9(b). To read more articles, users have to follow the “all
num news article>>” link. The link provides all the articles of an event in a simple
list interface.

(2) Questionnaire. Sixty participants were recruited for the questionnaire. Many
of them were students, but a quarter of them were recruited from outside the school:
these participants had ages ranging from 24 to 50 (average 28). Participants had
majors or occupations in diverse disciplines, and their news interests were also diverse,
including politics, business, local, science, and technology. Nearly all participants used
the Internet as their primary news source.

We compared the subjective ratings of NewsCube to that of GoogleNews. A between-
subject study was conducted, and hence, the participants were divided into two groups;
33 participants used NewsCube, and 27 participants used GoogleNews. Both groups
went through the same procedures.

The participants first took part in a short instruction session. We explained that the
goal of the questionnaire was to evaluate the effectiveness of the service for developing
balanced views. Unlike the News Browsing Trace experiment, we explained the service
interface in detail. We also explained how they could access and compare multiple
news articles using the services.
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Fig. 9. Interfaces used for the news browsing trace experiment.

We asked the participants to browse news articles in their usual manner. They were
allowed to freely use the service as long as they wanted. The questionnaire asked
about (a) the ability to compare and contrast multiple aspects of news events; (b) the
diversity of read articles; and (c) the influence of the service on their views through
six closed (five Likert scale) question items. In addition, we had a short interview
with open-ended questions to gain deeper understanding of their answers and gather
feedback.

(3) Semistructured Interview. Unlike the questionnaire study, the semistructured
interview aimed to look into opinions about specific news events which the users form
after they use the services, rather than on opinions about the service. The interview
was conducted using two news events. The first event was the “Government announce-
ment of the new property tax plan”,4 which was described in Section 2.4. Another
event was the “Court’s rejection of the arrest warrants for protesters”.5 The event was
caused by the protest against the relocation of the U.S. military base in May 2006.
Many of the protesters were prosecuted; however, the court rejected most of the pros-
ecutions. Accordingly, conflict arose between the prosecution and the court. The event
was covered in many news articles—including articles criticizing the stern actions of
the government, those covering the response of the police and prosecution, and those
focusing on the political nature of the protestors, and so on.

4The Hankyoreh News. 2006. Police, Soldiers Evict Protesters from U.S. Base Site.
http://english.hani.co.kr/arti/english edition/e national/121596.html.
5The Chosunilbo News. 2006. More Violence Looms in Planned Rally at U.S. Base Site.
http://english.chosun.com/site/data/html dir/2006/05/09/2006050961016.html.
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We recruited 20 interviewees on their opinions about the two events. A brief survey
was conducted to assess their awareness and opinions about these events. The survey
first inquired about the participants’ political orientation on a five-point scale, from
strongly liberal to strongly conservative. We then asked their opinions about the two
events. If a participant was not familiar with the events, we asked some general ques-
tions related to them; for example, opinions about past protests against U.S. forces in
Korea, and the tax policies of the government.

For each event, interviewees were divided into two groups: the first group was
composed of the ten participants who did not have a predetermined opinions (neu-
tral group), whereas the other group was formed of the other ten participants who
already had their own pre-existing views of the news events (opinion group). The opin-
ion group included participants with contrasting views: for the first event, those who
were opposed to the government’s property tax plan (four participants) and those who
were in favor of the plan (six participants); and for the second event, those who consid-
ered the protesters negatively (six participants) and those who defended the position
of the protesters (four participants).

Each group was evenly partitioned into two subgroups: the NewsCube subgroup
and the GoogleNews subgroup. The NewsCube subgroup read news using NewsCube
and the GoogleNews subgroup read news using GoogleNews. Again, the goal and
the interface of the NewsCube service were not explained in order not to influence
browsing behavior. Participants were asked to browse news articles as they usually
do, and were given a day to do so, and were allowed to browse news wherever they
wished.

4.1.2. Results and Discussion. (1) News Browsing Trace. We hypothesized that News-
Cube users would read more articles with different aspects than users of the other two
services. NewsCube users can easily be aware of different articles emphasizing differ-
ent aspects due to the aspect-level browsing classification. On the other hand, users of
the other two services have to put extra effort into searching for different aspects.

To test the hypothesis, we traced the browsing behavior of each participant. First,
we counted the number of articles read. To ensure the correctness of the count, we
asked the participants to confirm the articles which they had actually read. Second,
we measured the diversity of read articles in terms of aspects. To calculate this, we
counted the number of article groups, that is, the number of the groups according to
the NewsCube classification from which each user read at least one article.

We compared the mean value of these two measures among the three groups;
NewsCube, GoogleNews, and RandomCube. Both tests were conducted via a one-way
ANOVA analysis. The alpha level is 0.05. Pairwise differences between the three
groups were also tested using a Tukey HSD test (see Table II).

For the first news event (Figure 9(a)), both measures of the NewsCube group are
significantly different than those of the other two groups. The number of read articles
of the NewsCube group is greater than that of the other two services, F(2,72) = 5.14,
p < 0.01; and the read articles are more diverse, F(2,72) = 62.09, p < 0.01.

For the second news event (Figure 9(b)), the mean number of read articles is not
significantly different, although the mean value of the NewsCube group is greater
than the others. However, the articles read by the NewsCube group are more diverse
than those of the other two groups, F(2,72) = 7.29, p < 0.01. The results indicate
that NewsCube users can be aware of more diverse aspects even if the number of read
articles is similar to that of the others.

No significant difference was found between the RandomCube users and Google-
News users, neither in the number of read articles nor in the number of read article
groups. Recall that the interface of RandomCube is the same as that of NewsCube,
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Table II. News Browsing Trace Results

Event 1: Announcement of the new property tax plan
# of articles read Mean Variance vs. GoogleNews vs. RandomCube

NewsCube 4 4.92 S S

GoogleNews 2.56 2.01 NS

RandomCube 2.68 2.39 NS

# of groups read Mean Variance vs. GoogleNews vs. RandomCube

NewsCube 2.96 1.21 S S

GoogleNews 1.12 0.11 NS

RandomCube 1.08 0.08 NS

Event 2: Protest against the relocation of the U.S. military base
# of articles read Mean Variance vs. GoogleNews vs. RandomCube

NewsCube 3.36 4.57 NS NS

GoogleNews 2.48 2.34 NS

RandomCube 2.96 5.21 NS

# of groups read Mean Variance vs. GoogleNews vs. RandomCube

NewsCube 2.76 1.52 S S

GoogleNews 1.76 0.52 NS

RandomCube 1.8 1.25 NS

NS: nonsignificant difference between the pair of mean values; S: significant difference between the pair
of mean values.

but the articles are classified randomly. The result indicates that the layout of articles
itself is not sufficient to help users read more diverse articles. A quality classification
of the articles is necessary.

(2) Questionnaire. The questionnaire items are shown in Figure 10. The first two
questions were about the participants’ ordinary news browsing habits. Question 1
asked whether they thought “it is necessary to compare different news articles while
news browsing.” Question 2 asked how often they compared multiple news articles
using the scale “1: never,” “2: rarely,” “3: occasionally, for some events,” “4: about once
a week,” and “5: more frequently than once a week”.

The answers of the two groups were very similar. For Question 1, 79% (26/33) of
the NewsCube group (strongly) agreed, and 74% (20/27) of the GoogleNews group
(strongly) agreed. For Question 2, the majority of both groups answered that they
had compared multiple news articles in the past; 70% (23/33) of the NewsCube group
and 74% (20/27) of the GoogleNews group answered with a score of 3 to 5. Many of
them said they put additional effort into comparing news articles; typically, they vis-
ited different news providers’ websites or web search engines, and searched for related
articles to compare with.

Although they occasionally compared multiple articles, they did so much less often
than expected. The number of participants who did so more frequently than ‘once a
week’ was only 7 in the NewsCube group, and 8 in the GoogleNews group.

The next four questions asked about the effectiveness of the services in support-
ing comparing, and contrasting multiple aspects. User ratings for questions 3–6 are
shown in Figure 11. Question 3 asked whether the service “encouraged them to read
multiple articles covering different aspects”. There were 73% (24/33) of the News-
Cube group (strongly) agreed, whereas 33% (9/27) of the GoogleNews group (strongly)
agreed. Interestingly, NewsCube encouraged users, who originally had not been inter-
ested in doing so, to compare and contrast multiple news articles. There were three
participants who replied that ‘it was not necessary to compare multiple articles for
Question 1. However, all of them (strongly) agreed that NewsCube encouraged them
to read more articles. There were also ten participants in the NewsCube group (30%)
who said they “rarely” compared multiple articles for Question 2. Among them, nine
participants (strongly) agreed that NewsCube encouraged them to read more articles’.

Question 4 asked whether they “actually read multiple articles covering different
aspects”. Seventy percent of the NewsCube group (strongly) agreed that they had. In
the open-ended interview, many NewsCube participants confirmed the effectiveness
of the aspect traversal cue. They said that they were aware of which article groups
were left to read due to the cue. It made them feel that they had not completed their
reading and led them to read more articles. Among the other 30%, many participants
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Fig. 10. Questionnaire items.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the user rating distribution for Questions 3 to 6.

pointed out two reasons why they did not read many articles. Some indicated that they
were simply not interested in the news event, and so were not interested in reading
any related articles at all. Others commented that, for some news events, they could
not easily understand the differences among the classified articles, and hence lost the
motivation to read them.

In the GoogleNews group, only 26% (strongly) agreed with Question 4. Most
participants of the GoogleNews group who did not give a positive answer read just
one article for a topic and did not search for different articles on the same topic. One
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participant said he did not want to search for different articles, since he could not
know what the different articles were from the main page. One participant said he
did not want to follow the “all num news article>>” to find different articles, since
there were an overwhelming number of articles. A few participants searched for
different articles by following the “all num news article>>,” but gave up on finding
them because there were too many similar articles in the article list.

Question 5 asked if they “could easily access multiple articles covering different
aspects.” Fifty-five percent (18/33) of the NewsCube group users (strongly) agreed,
whereas 22% (6/27) of the GoogleNews group users (strongly) agreed. Only 9% (3/33)
of the NewsCube group users answered negatively to this question. However, 52%
(14/27) of the GoogleNews group users answered negatively. Many of them said they
had to go through a few more steps to find different articles; perform a keyword-based
search, or follow the “all num news article>>” link, and then had to look for different
articles from the entire list of articles.

Finally, Question 6 asked if the service “helped them to construct more balanced
views”. Sixteen participants (48%) of the NewsCube group (strongly) agreed that they
could formulate a more balanced view about the news events through the test session.
Only two answered this question negatively. Many of the participants who did not
give positive answers further commented that this single short test session was not
enough to evaluate its effect on their views. On the other hand, only 15% (4/27) of the
GoogleNews group (strongly) agreed with the question.

(3) Semistructured Interview. We observed the usage of the services and its effect on
the participants’ opinions in more detail via a semistructured interview. A between-
subject study was conducted using NewsCube and GoogleNews. We compared the
differences in the participants’ opinions depending on the service they used. Before
the interview, we checked which articles they read. We observed that the NewsCube
users read more diverse articles in both the Neutral and Opinion groups.

For each event, we asked the participants to explain their opinions: for the first
event, their opinions about the tax plan; for the second event, their opinions about the
protest. We also required that they specify the articles that influenced them and the
information in the articles that they considered important.

If the participants’ explanations were limited to a few aspects, we additionally asked
whether they were aware of the different aspects they did not mention. For example, if
a participant only mentioned the tax increase, we checked if the participant was aware
of the different effects of the tax plan depending on home values, or how the tax will
be spent.

From the interviews, we observed that NewsCube users were aware of more infor-
mation about each news event. In both Neutral and Opinion groups, they brought up
more diverse and specific information while explaining their views as compared to the
GoogleNews users. For the first event, the discussion of all GoogleNews users was
limited to the aspect “the tax increase for high priced houses”. Some of these users did
not even realize that the tax increase was confined to high-priced houses, and believed
that the plan would increase the tax for all houses. On the other hand, all the News-
Cube users were aware that the plan had a different effect depending on the home’s
value. Most of them further discussed concerns about the loopholes reported in the
article group at the bottom left area (Figure 9(a)). Some participants also mentioned
more of the plan’s details, for example, the government’s spending plan for the tax
income, further plans for the upcoming years.

The results were generally similar for the second event. However, one GoogleNews
user, G-Opinion-A, showed exceptional behavior. He read diverse articles and dis-
cussed many details of the event that were not mentioned by other GoogleNews users.
He was motivated to do so due to his personal experiences related to the event.
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Interviewer. “You read quite a number of articles specifically for this event. Do you
usually search for and read many news articles?”

G-Opinion-A. “No, I don’t usually read news a lot. But I was interested about this
event because I was discharged from the military just a few weeks ago. My unit was
collocated with the U.S. army in the U.S. military base in Korea to promote close
cooperation between the two armies. This event happened while I was serving. And I
heard some related stories, for example, who the leaders of the protest were, public
opinion of the local community”.

In the Neutral group, we observed that the NewsCube users considered multiple
articles in different article groups while developing their opinions. However, Google-
News users read only one or two articles, and based their opinions on those arti-
cles. Two NewsCube users explicitly said they “noticed that the news events were
contentious and there could be diverse positions and facts about them from the first
glance at the event page view”. While participants easily obtained different aspects
about the events, they often hesitated to develop a specific opinion. One user explic-
itly said that he did not pick a specific standpoint on the two events, as he realized
that there were multiple stances that were all reasonable and should be considered
equally.

For the first event, three NewsCube users developed and clearly expressed either
positive or negative opinions on the tax plan. However, they also acknowledged the
opposing arguments. The following shows a case of a user with a negative opinion,
acknowledging the opposing arguments:

N-Neutral-A. “I understand the motivation and goal of the tax plan. However, I
still think the tax increase is too much. I think the government’s argument is not
persuasive enough to justify that amount of tax increase”.

As for the second event, four NewsCube users remained neutral. Rather than
supporting a specific side, they were negative to both protesters and prosecutors, as in
the following transcript:

N-Neutral-B. “I think both protesters and prosecutors have some sort of political
intention irrelevant to the U.S. base relocation. It’s hard to understand why the pros-
ecutors are trying to issue arrest warrants without enough evidence, and also hard
to understand why the member of political parties and civic groups who live in other
areas came and held the protest”.

As for the GoogleNews users in the Neutral group, three users developed a specific
opinion. However, they did not mention any different views. They read only one or
two articles about each event, and developed their opinions based on the articles they
read. They were not aware of the details covered in different articles. The following
shows an interview with a participant about the new property tax plan.

G-Neutral-A. “I’m opposed to the tax plan. I have no idea about where the money
will be spent, but the plan is going to raise taxes”.

Interviewer. “So you could not discover the different effects of the plan depending
on home values or where the money would be spent from the articles you read?”

G-Neutral-A. “No, I did not know the detailed effects. But I thought the plan would
increase taxes in general”.

Two GoogleNews users explicitly said that the information provided by the articles
they read was insufficient to develop their opinions. They were not aware of different
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aspects, and did not develop any opinions following the articles they read, as shown in
the following example.

G-Google-B. “I think the article reveals the worst cases of the announced tax plan.
So it’s hard for me to judge the plan overall because it seems I only have partial infor-
mation”.

As for the Opinion group, we could see that NewsCube affected the participants sim-
ilarly. For each event, two out of the five NewsCube users in the group acknowledged
the information that challenged their views. For example, one user, who originally
had a negative attitude towards the tax plan, said that he could “partially agree to the
plan after attaining more awareness on the details of the event”. Similarly, one who
originally favored the tax plan said that the plan should reflect the concerns about the
loopholes.

Other NewsCube users in the group reaffirmed their views based on the articles
that supported their views. Some of them did read the articles that challenged their
views. However, they considered the articles to be biased and raised questions about
their credibility; and some, intentionally, did not read such articles.

Most GoogleNews users in the Opinion group also reaffirmed their existing opin-
ions. However, the user mentioned above, that is, G-Opinion-A, acknowledged different
opinions for the second event. Recall that he read diverse articles due to his personal
experience. Although he maintained his original negative stance to the protesters, he
also considered that the court was more reasonable than the prosecutors, and accepted
the rejection of the arrest warrants. On the other hand, the other GoogleNews user
who had a negative attitude to the protesters maintained his opinion and criticized the
court for restraining the prosecution.

Our study is currently limited to drawing generalized conclusions, such as “use
of NewsCube lead to richer views”. The study aims to present detailed instances
that show how NewsCube influences users to understand more diverse aspects of
news events. To sum up the observed instances, NewsCube users were influenced in
different ways in developing and maintaining their opinions: some preserved their
original ones, some formed a new specific standpoint, and some hesitated to pick a
specific standpoint. However, they commonly acknowledged different standpoints, as
they were aware of diverse aspects.

4.1.3. Limitations and Future Work. Our user studies present the cases showing that
NewsCube users read more articles and developed richer views than the users of a
comparison service. However, there are a number of important factors that should be
considered further while examining the effects of the NewsCube system, specifically
the motive of users for their reading behavior, the newsworthiness or contemporari-
ness of the presented events, the scale and the length of the experiment, and so on.
We discuss the limitations of our current experiments and remaining questions taking
these factors into account.

Users Motive. We assumed that the motive of NewsCube users who read diverse
articles was to obtain richer views of news events. Some results of the experiment do
indeed support this assumption, showing the relation between the diversity of read
articles and the richness of views; for example, NewsCube users demonstrated greater
awareness of the issues in the semistructured interview, and more participants agreed
that the system helped them to construct more balanced views than those of the system
in the questionnaire.

A study of the users’ different motives will enable a deeper understanding of the
effects of the system. Users may have different motives; for example, some may just
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want to find information that supports their views, others may want to find an in-
teresting story. Experiments should be conducted to analyze the different motives of
users and observe the influence of different motives on their awareness or views.

Newsworthiness. Users’ behavior can vary depending on the newsworthiness of
events such as the contemporariness of the events or relation to user interests. We
have made efforts to conduct our experiments with news events that are newsworthy
to users; for example, the test corpus covered many controversial and nationwide news
issues, and we checked that the participants were not well aware of these issues. How-
ever, the corpus did not cover the latest news events due to a gap between the time
of data collection and that of the actual experiment. Also, the focus of the experiment
was not on analyzing the differences that depend on newsworthiness.

Users may become better motivated to read diverse stories for newsworthy, contem-
porary events. Recall that we observed and presented a related case in the semistruc-
tured interview, that is, the user who used GoogleNews but read diverse articles
because the event was related to his personal military experience. A remaining issue
is to interpret the concept of “newsworthiness”, develop a measure for it, and study its
effect in terms of the diversity-seeking behavior of users.

Bias of users. Another direction is to study the effect of NewsCube on users with
different biases. Through the semistructured interview, we observed that the effects
of the system can be different depending on the user’s view and its strength. Yet the
experiment only considered the participants’ ideological bias, which seems to be the
major factor directly influencing their views of the two news events. There are other
potential factors that may also influence users’ bias such as religion, race, preference
for specific news outlet, and so on. As future work, experiments should be conducted
with more diverse issues related to different factors of bias or multiple factors.

Scale and length of experiment. The scale of the current experiments is limited in
many regards: the number of participants, the number of news events, the number of
trials, and the length of the experiments. As this work was an initial investigation of
the problem and proposes a new approach, there were many experiments which had
to be conducted first. We first focused on conducting various experiments on a limited
scale to observe the feasibility and potential of the proposed approach. Ultimately, it
will be important to conduct a field deployment study of the system in a larger-scale
and in longer-term.

4.2. Performance of Aspect-Based Clustering

4.2.1. Feasibility of Aspect-Level Classification. We first examine whether commonly
agreeable results could be made for aspect-level classification. Aspect-level classifica-
tion would not be feasible if different people interpreted aspects of articles differently
and classified them in different ways. We demonstrated the feasibility in two stages.
First, we showed agreement in interpreting the articulated aspects of individual arti-
cles. Second, we showed agreement in the classification of a set of articles.

(1) Agreement in interpretation of aspects. Agreement in aspect interpretation is
demonstrated through a sentence selection study. We had multiple participants select
the sentences that represent the articulated aspects. Then the similarities among
the selections between the participants were analyzed. If the selected sentences
overlapped much, it was possible to conclude that they interpreted the articulated
aspects similarly. Four students were recruited for the test. For impartiality, three of
them were recruited from outside the research team.
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The concept of an “aspect” was first explained to the participants. They were then
given 120 straight news articles, which were sampled from diverse topics in politics,
business, and local news. After reading each article, they selected sentences that rep-
resented aspects. They were allowed to choose multiple sentences for an article.

The participants were allowed to perform the task whenever and wherever they
preferred over the course of nearly a week. A simple web interface was provided to
support the task, and the participants read the articles and selected the sentences via
the interface.

Although the kappa measure is often used for inter-rater agreement, we used the
F-measure instead. The kappa measure is used when raters are asked to classify each
and every item into a fixed category. However, the participants in this experiment
were asked to “select a few sentences,” instead of “classify every sentence into a certain
category”.

The F-measure is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. It measures the
similarity between two sentence selection results. For a given article, consider the
selection results of two participants, Si = {s1

i , s2
i , . . . , sn

i } and Sj = {s1
j , s2

j , . . . , sm
j }, where

sk
i and sl

j each represent a selected sentence. The F-measure between Si and Sj is

f (Si, Sj) =
2 × precision(Si, Sj) × recall(Si, Sj)

precision(Si, Sj) + recall(Si, Sj)
where, precesion(Si, Sj) =

|Si ∩ Sj|
|Si| , recall(Si, Sj) =

|Si ∩ Sj|
|Sj| .

For each article, we calculated the Avr f, the average f (Si, Sj) over all pairs of sentence
selection sets, that is,

Avr f =
1

4C2

∑
i, j,
i�= j

f (Si, Sj).

For most of the articles (86%), we observed a high level of similarity between the sen-
tence selection results. For these articles, the Avr f value was greater than 0.5, and
the average was 0.8. A value of 0.8 can be achieved when most sentence selections
overlap, for example, for two selection results, S1 = {a, b , c} and S2 = {a, b}. The
results indicate that the participants interpreted the articulated aspect similarly for
most of the articles. The results further indicate that aspect extraction is feasible for
those articles. By selecting the words of those sentences agreed on by the participants,
a quality aspect extraction could be achieved.

We also observed that news structure-based extraction (NSE) is effective for aspect
extraction. Recall that NSE selects the keywords from the head, subhead, and lead.
The participants made sentence selections mostly from sentences from these parts. In
nearly 90% of the articles (107/120), sentences in that area were selected. Among 1229
selections in total, 1000 were made in that area.

(2) Agreement in article classification. A document-level study was conducted to
demonstrate agreement in article classification. In this experiment, we had multiple
participants manually classify a set of articles in their own way. We then analyzed the
similarity among the manually created results. Each participant performed clustering
without knowing the results that were made by the others.

To the best of our knowledge, this experiment is the first to study the feasibil-
ity of organizing news articles at the aspect-level. A number of high-quality news
text corpora such as Reuters-21578 have been developed. However, they were de-
signed to study the feasibility of topic-based classification, and were not adequate to
study aspect-level classification. The articles in these corpora covered a wide range
of topics [Strassel et al. 2000]. In addition, the published dates of the articles varied
widely, up to several months. Most importantly, the differences in the covered aspects
were not identified for the articles covering a common topic. For our experiment, we
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Table III. Features of the Article Sets

Features Values
No. of article sets 30

No. of news articles in total 460
Max. article set size 22
Min. article set size 7
Avg. article set size 15

developed a new corpus. We sampled 30 test article sets via GoogleNews. Unlike the
just-mentioned corpora, each test set consists of topically related articles published on
the same date. They were collected from politics, business, and local sections: ten sets
from politics, nine from business, and eleven from local. The article sets cover many
important events such as the 2007 Korean presidential campaign, the special prosecu-
tor’s investigation of Samsung corp., and the railroad strike on Nov. 2007, just to name
a few. As described, we gathered the articles of the sets from the 20-most prolific news
providers. Table III shows the characteristics of the sets.

Five participants were recruited for the task. All of them were students, ages be-
tween 24 to 28. For impartiality, four of them were recruited from outside the research
team, that is, they were unaware of this research. They were allowed to perform the
task whenever and wherever they preferred over a two-week period.

We first explained the concept “aspect,” based on the definition described in Section
2.4. To help them understand the concept better, they were given some example news
articles covering different aspects of the same event, “The President’s Press Interview,
May, 2007”: for example, the article covering the president’s remarks on the property
tax issue; the article speculating on the political consequences of those remarks; and
the article focusing on the response of the opposition party’s leader.

The participants were then asked to group articles based on the articulated aspect.
They performed the task in an unsupervised manner, that is, no predefined aspect
categories were provided, and they freely determined the number of clusters. For the
30 article sets, the participants read each article, compared the articulated aspects to
those of other articles, and grouped the articles which they considered as articulating
similar aspects. We provided them with a simple web interface to support this task.

The result of the experiment shows a high level of agreement between the classifi-
cation results. They made similar numbers of article groups and the member articles
in the groups were also similar. For example, for the event “the railroad strike on Nov.
2007,” four participants formed the same three groups; a group of articles covering
the union’s strike announcement; a group covering the employer’s moves against the
strike; and a group of articles covering the union’s negotiation proposal to the govern-
ment. The other participant formed two groups; he put together the union’s strike
announcement and negotiation proposal.

We demonstrated the agreement using the kappa measure, a widely used inter-
rater agreement measure. Table IV shows the distribution of the kappa values of the
30 test sets. We used the free-marginal multirater kappa [Randolph 2005], which is
recommended when there are more than two raters, and they do not know a priori
the number of items that should be assigned to each category. As a rule of thumb, the
kappa values greater than 0.6 are considered to show substantial inter-rater agree-
ment [Landis et al. 1977]. In our experiments, the measured kappa value was greater
than 0.6 for all 30 test sets.

For each article set, three or four article groups were created on average. The
variance of the number of created groups was less than one for most of the article
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Table IV. Distribution of Kappa Value of
30 Test Sets

Kappa value No. of article sets
>= 0.9 3
>= 0.8 14
>= 0.7 23
>= 0.6 30

sets (21/30). This indicates that the participants performed clustering at a similar
granularity.

As the manual clustering results developed by different participants showed high
similarity, we created ground truth clustering results G for each test set in the same
manner. For the ground truth, we grouped articles together if four or more subjects
agreed on grouping the articles together.

4.2.2. Evaluation Metric. Clustering methods are evaluated by comparing their results
to the ground truths. We employ the widely used F-measure as the evaluation metric.
The F-measure is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. It is calculated for
each cluster of a ground truth, as follows. Consider an article set A, a clustering re-
sult, C = {c1, c2, . . . , cl}, and a ground truth G = {g1, g2,. . . , gk}, where ci and gi each
represent a cluster of articles.Then the F-measure of clusters gi and c j is

f (gi, c j) =
2 × precision(gi, c j) × recall(gi, c j)

precision(gi, c j) + recall(gi, c j)
where, precision(gi, c j) =

|gi ∩ c j|
|c j| , recall(gi, c j) =

|gi ∩ c j|
|gi| .

For each gi, the maximum F-measure over all the clusters cis in C is taken. Then,
weighted average F-measure [Wan et al. 2007], denoted F[G, C], is calculated as the
weighted average of such maximum F-measures, that is,

F[G, C] =
∑

i

|gi|
|A|max j

{
f (gi, c j)

}
.

4.2.3. Evaluation Results. The performance of aspect-based clustering is evaluated
with 42 test article sets, A1, . . . , A42, composed of 615 articles of 42 events. The ground
truth data, G1, . . . , G42, was developed with five annotators as described above.

We compared three representative clustering methods: hierarchical agglomerative
clustering (HAC), K-means clustering, and spectral clustering. We configured the com-
parison methods to automatically determine the parameters. As for K-means cluster-
ing, the number of clusters is determined based on the elbow criterion. Clustering
is first performed at every granularity, that is, from grouping all items in one clus-
ter to treating every item as a separate cluster, and then the clustering granularity
is selected from among them. Spectral clustering requires two parameters, that is,
the scale of analysis and the number of clusters. We adopted the approach presented
in Zelnik-Manor and Perona [2004], which automatically selects the two parameters.
The approach selects a local scaling parameter for each item, and infers the number of
clusters from the structure of eigenvectors.

We also compared different extraction methods. As a comparison method to the
news structure-based extraction (NSE), the tfidf extraction method (TFIDF), and a
simple term frequency-based extraction method (TF) was used. TFIDF performs as-
pect extraction by selecting keywords from the whole article and computing their
TFIDF values. We used the basic version of TFIDF: the term frequency (TF) of words is
not normalized and the IDF of words is calculated from the set of articles covering the
same event. The last comparison method TF selects keywords from the whole article
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Table V. Mean F[G,C] and Number of Winning Article Sets

mean F[F,G]
No. of winning

article sets
HAC(NSE) 0.676 11

HAC(TFIDF) 0.627 10

HAC(TF) 0.650 9
K-means(NSE) 0.588 3

K-means(TFIDF) 0.608 5
K-means(TF) 0.562 2
Spectral(NSE) 0.509 1

Spectral(TFIDF) 0.533 1
Spectral(TF) 0.514 0

Fig. 12. Distribution of F[G,C] by different clustering methods.

and computes weight by simply counting the number of occurrences. Each clustering
method is combined with all three extraction methods, NSE, TFIDF, and TF.

In Table V, we compared six different extraction-clustering methods. For each
method, we computed the mean value of F[G, C] over all 42 article sets, that is, mean

F = 1
42

42∑
k=1

F(Gk, Ck), where Ck denotes the clustering result for the article set Ak

generated by each method. In addition, for each article set Ai, we identified the
winning method, that is, the method that generates the clustering result with the
highest F[G, C]. Then, for each extraction-clustering method, the number of the
winning article sets is counted. The table shows that NSE-HAC has the highest mean
F[G, C] value, that is, NSE-HAC generates the clustering results which are closer to
the ground truths than others. The method also generates the best clustering results
for 15 article sets. While not shown in the table, we further observed that for the
cases with the rest of the 15 article sets, the differences in F[G, C] with the winning
methods were relatively small.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of F[G, C] for each extraction-clustering method.
The portions with higher F[G, C] values are larger in NSE-HAC, that is, NSE-HAC
provides the results similar to the ground truths for more article sets than others.

We observed from the result that the selection of a clustering method is more impor-
tant than the selection of an extraction method. As shown in Table V, the performance
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gap between the clustering methods is greater than the performance gap between the
extraction methods.

In our experiment, HAC performed better than other clustering methods. However,
future work is required to clearly explain why HAC performs better in our experiment.
There is other work that reports different results (e.g., K-means performing better
than HAC [Steinbach et al. 2000]). Further study should be conducted to understand
the unique experimental condition compared to other work (considering the number
of dimensions, word distribution, language-dependent features, etc.) and identify how
this is related to the performance of HAC.

Another observation is that the importance of selecting an extraction method in-
creases as a better clustering method is used. The performance gap between the ex-
traction methods is relatively greater when HAC is used. NSE performs better than
others with a relatively greater performance gap when combined with HAC, but the
effect of NSE is limited when the clustering methods perform poorly. Overall, the re-
sult indicates that a proper selection of a clustering method is a primary factor for high
performance, and also a prerequisite to obtain the effect of NSE.

5. RELATED WORK ON NEWS DELIVERY METHODS AND SYSTEMS

There are a number of works that aim to provide readers with intelligent news reading
or browsing support. Munson et al. [2009] proposed an algorithm for social recommen-
dation of various items such as articles, video, Web sites, and so on, which take into
account the diversity of interests of different users. Distinctively, it considers voting
records of different users with different interests instead of ranking the items simply
by the total number of votes. Videolyzer [Diakopoulos et al. 2009] provides an anno-
tation interface that facilitates evaluation of the information quality of online videos
from a journalism point of view. It potentially enables participants to share their crit-
icism on the quality of the videos.

A recent work by Wagner et al. [2009] attempts to develop a news-browsing interface
that provides context of reported events. Given an event, it aims to provide past related
events and biographies of appearing actors as its background. Tell Me More [Iacobelli
et al. 2010] attempts to present new details of a news event, which is not presented in
the article that a user is browsing. It collects and presents related quotes, actors, and
figures from other news articles.

In a broader view, much research effort has been made on news articles on various
topics: news clustering [Toda and Katoka 2005]; topic detection and tracking on news
stories [Allan et al. 1998]; news summarization [Goldstein et al. 1999; Radev et al.
2005; Wan et al. 2007]; and news categorization [Sebastiani 2002]. They have mainly
focused on helping users efficiently browse a vast quantity of news articles and to
easily acquire the intended information. Hence, this research mostly observes the
relation between news documents and readers, and does not look deeply into how the
problems in the news production process are propagated to the readers.

The goal of news categorization is to help readers search for articles by creating
a topic directory and classifying a volume of news articles into the proper categories.
The work on news categorization [Yang and Liu 1999; Yang and Pedersen 1997] as-
sumes a set of predefined topic categories and approaches to automatically classify
news articles under them. However, the topic categories of the news corpora are too
coarse-grained to reveal different views on a news event. The news articles on a com-
mon news event are included in the same category, regardless of their viewpoints. For
example, the topic categories of a widely used corpus, Reuters-21578, include trade,
acquisition, and so on; and the category “trade” includes all the news articles related
to a trade event.
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Research on news summarization [Goldstein et al. 1999; Radev et al. 2005; Wan
et al. 2007] focus on automatic generation of a summary of a single article or multiple
articles. Summaries help readers to identify whether articles are relevant to their in-
terests or to understand the overall story. One typical example is the Columbia News-
Blaster system [McKeown et al. 2002] which generates summaries on news events
on a daily basis. An evaluation of the system showed that the summaries help users
perform fact-gathering [McKeown et al. 2005]. News summaries are created by select-
ing and organizing important sentences, phrases, or words. When creating a summary
from multiple articles, the sentences, phrases, or words that commonly appear in many
articles are usually considered important and selected for the summaries. The result-
ing summary may show the commonly covered aspects of the articles, but will not
reveal the different aspects. Position-based summarization research [Lin and Hovy
1997] further utilizes the position information of phrases or words as an important
feature for summary creation. Our aspect extraction method also uses position infor-
mation; however, we interpret the position of words specifically from the view of the
inverted pyramid structure of news articles and use it for aspect extraction. In spite
of these differences, summarization research can be complementary to our work if a
summarization technique is applied after aspect-level classification to sum up articles
covering different aspects.

Evans and McKeown’s [2005] work on news summarization is more closely related
to our work. Their work presents a multilingual multidocument summarization for
documents from English and Arabic sources. It creates a three-part summary describ-
ing information about an event exclusively from Arabic sources, from English sources,
and a third part with information covered by both sources. The work is similar to ours
in that they also provide readers a means of comparing the information they consume.
While the study does not report user evaluations, we think it would be helpful for
readers to more quickly understand different kinds of coverage of sources, specifically
in the context of sources for the two different languages. Their technique attempts to
detect the difference in the covered events among the articles in different languages;
however, we focus on articles about the same event and attempt to analyze the differ-
ences in the selected aspect of the event.

News clustering has been studied as a specific domain of document clustering [Toda
and Katoka 2005]. Various news-clustering techniques have been investigated, espe-
cially in the context of topic detection and tracking (TDT) and new event detection
(NED) [Allan et al. 1998]. News clustering has also been explored in multi-document
summarization (MDS) research [Radev et al. 2005; Wan et al. 2007]. In NED, news ar-
ticles are clustered based on events, and a new article that does not belong to any of the
existing clusters is identified to cover new events. In MDS, the clustering techniques
are used to collect news articles relevant to a given event before creating a summary.
Such clustering techniques group articles based mainly on news events. Thus, they do
not effectively capture and reveal multiple aspects of an event. For example, a popular
news clustering service, GoogleNews, provides users with a list of articles associated
with an event. Users need to look through the list and read a number of articles to
understand multiple aspects of the event.

Though not focused on news articles, there is a growing body of work on opinion
mining and sentiment analysis [Pang et al. 2002]. They attempt to automatically iden-
tify and classify sentiments in text documents. Many of them narrow the sentiments
of interest down to positive and negative, and deal with the documents that explicitly
reveal such sentiments (e.g., product reviews in blogs). The bias problem in news arti-
cles is different from detecting sentiments. In news reports, journalists rarely reveal
their subjective opinions or sentiments, especially in straight news articles. Bias can
be expressed through objective sentences by selecting facts they prefer to deliver. For
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example, a news article can give a negative impression about a government program
just by covering the increase in the deficit caused by it. Even when the journalists
expressed their subjective opinion, it was difficult to computationally analyze and clas-
sify it as positive or negative. They made various arguments or interpretations rather
than explicitly expressing their positive or negative sentiments. For example, in an ed-
itorial criticizing the sin tax, a journalist wrote “the introduction of the sin tax is likely
to be intended to make up the deficit with working class money,” instead of simply
writing “I’m opposed to the sin tax”.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we put forward the media bias problem and develop a computational
framework for the problem. NewsCube is a novel Internet news service designed to
mitigate the effect of media bias. It automatically creates and promptly provides read-
ers with multiple classified viewpoints on a news event of interest. Users can easily
discover rich facts and compare diverse biased views of the event. The evaluation
results show that NewsCube leads readers to read more articles covering different
aspects and helps them develop more balanced views.

As the problem of media bias is large and research on the problem is in its starting
stage, there are lots of challenging issues for further investigation. Studies on bias di-
agnosis, measurement, and correction are difficult but important directions. There are
also many issues for bias mitigation. Research to gain a sophisticated understanding
of bias in media discourse should continue. Understanding the effect of detailed in-
terface components in NewsCube is also important. Other types of bias embodiments,
for example, spin, placement, photo selection, space allocation, and labeling, should
be explored. The bias problem should also be studied for different types of media, for
example, blogs, images, video.
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